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Upper Limits on the Stochastic Gravitational-Wave Background from
Advanced LIGO’s First Observing Run
B. P. Abbott, et al.∗
(LIGO Scientific Collaboration and Virgo Collaboration)
(Dated: February 8, 2017)
A wide variety of astrophysical and cosmological sources are expected to contribute to a stochastic
gravitational-wave background. Following the observations of GW150914 and GW151226, the rate
and mass of coalescing binary black holes appear to be greater than many previous expectations. As
a result, the stochastic background from unresolved compact binary coalescences is expected to be
particularly loud. We perform a search for the isotropic stochastic gravitational-wave background
using data from Advanced LIGO’s first observing run. The data display no evidence of a stochastic
gravitational-wave signal. We constrain the dimensionless energy density of gravitational waves to
be Ω0 < 1.7 × 10−7 with 95% confidence, assuming a flat energy density spectrum in the most
sensitive part of the LIGO band (20 − 86 Hz). This is a factor of ∼33 times more sensitive than
previous measurements. We also constrain arbitrary power-law spectra. Finally, we investigate the
implications of this search for the background of binary black holes using an astrophysical model
for the background.

Introduction.— Many astrophysical and cosmological
phenomena are expected to contribute to a stochastic
gravitational-wave background, henceforth, simply refered to as a “background”. These include unresolved
compact binary coalescences of both black holes and neutron stars [1–5], rotating neutron stars [6–8], supernovae
[9–12], cosmic strings [13–16], inflationary models [17–
24], phase transitions [25–27], and the pre-Big Bang scenario [28–31]. The variety of mechanisms potentially contributing to the background provides the opportunity to
study a number of different environments within the Universe.
The recent detections of binary black hole (BBH) coalescences by Advanced LIGO [32, 33] suggest that the
Universe may be rich with coalescing BBHs. While
events like GW150914 and GW151226 are loud enough
to be clearly detected, we expect there to be many
more events that are too far away to be individually
resolved and that contribute to the background. Since
this BBH population originates from sources that are
too distant to be individually detected, the stochastic
search probes a distinct population of binaries compared
to nearby sources [34]. The background from these binaries provides complementary information to individually
resolved binary coalescences [35].
In this Letter, we report on the search for an isotropic
background using data from Advanced LIGO’s first observing run O1. We search for the background by crosscorrelating data streams from the two separate LIGO
detectors and looking for a coherent signal. We find no
evidence for the background and place the best upper
limits to date on the energy density of the background
in the LIGO frequency band. We also update the impli-
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cations for a BBH background using all the data from
O1.
Data.—Before this analysis, the best limits on the
background from Initial LIGO and Virgo data were obtained using 2009–2010 [36] and 2005–2007 data [37]. In
this work we use data from the upgraded Advanced LIGO
observatories in Hanford, WA (H1) and Livingston, LA
(L1) [38]. We analyze O1 data from September 18, 2015
15:00 UTC-January 12, 2016 16:00 UTC.
Method.— We define the background energy density
spectrum as [39]
ΩGW (f ) =

f dρGW
,
ρc df

(1)

where f is the frequency, ρc = 3c2 H02 /(8πG) is the critical energy density to close the Universe (numerically,
ρc = 7.8 × 10−9 erg/cm3 using the Hubble constant
H0 = 68 km s−1 Mpc−1 from [40, 41]), and dρGW is the
gravitational-wave energy density in the frequency range
from f to f + df . For the LIGO frequency band, most
theoretical models for ΩGW (f ) can be approximated as
a power law in frequency [39, 42, 43]:

α
f
ΩGW (f ) = Ωα
.
(2)
fref
Following [35], we assume a reference frequency of 25 Hz,
which corresponds to the most sensitive band of the
LIGO stochastic search for a detector network operating at design sensitivity. The variable Ωα characterizes
the background amplitude across the sensitive frequency
band. Past analyses have used α = 0 and α = 3 to represent cosmologically and astrophysically motivated background models respectively [36, 42–45]. In this analysis
we use these two spectral indices but also include limits
on the background spectrum assuming α = 2/3, which
describes the background dominated by compact binary
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inspirals [35, 46]. This choice of spectral index is especially interesting given the loud background from BBHs
inferred from recent Advanced LIGO detections in O1
[32, 33, 35, 47].
Our search uses a cross-correlation method optimized
to search for the background using the pair of LIGO
detectors [39]. As discussed for instance in [48], crosscorrelation is preferred to auto-correlation methods because the noise variances in each detector are not known
sufficiently well to perform subtraction of the noise autopower. We define the estimator
Z ∞
Z ∞
df 0 δT (f − f 0 )s̃∗1 (f )s̃2 (f 0 )Q̃α (f 0 ) (3)
df
Ŷα =

T
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where s̃1,2 (f ) are the Fourier transforms of the strain
time series data from the two detectors, δT (f − f 0 ) is
a finite-time approximation to the Dirac delta function,
T is the observation time, P1,2 are the one-sided power
spectral densities for the detectors, and Q̃α (f ) is a filter
function to optimize the search [49],
γ(f )H02
Q̃α (f ) = λα 3
f P1 (f )P2 (f )



f
fref

FIG. 1. We show the estimator for Ω0 in each frequency bin,
along with ±2σ error bars, in the frequency band that contains 99% of the sensitivity for α = 0. The loss of sensitivity at
around 65 Hz is due to a zero in the overlap reduction function. There are several lines associated with known instrumental artifacts which do not lead to excess cross-correlation.
The data are consistent with Gaussian noise, as described in
the Results section.

α
.

(5)

The spatial separation and relative orientation of the two
detectors are accounted for in the overlap reduction function, γ(f ) [50] and the normalization constant λα is chosen such that hŶα i = Ωα .
Data Quality.—For this analysis, the strain time series data are down-sampled to 4096 Hz from 16384 Hz
and separated into 50%-overlapping 192 s segments, as
in [42]. The segments are Hann-windowed and high-pass
filtered with a 16th order Butterworth digital filter with
knee frequency of 11 Hz. The data are coarse-grained
to a frequency resolution of 0.031 Hz. This is a finer
frequency resolution than was used in previous analyses
due to the need to remove many finely spaced lines at
low frequencies.
We apply cuts in the time and frequency domains, following [36]. The total live time after all time domain
vetoes have been applied was 29.85 days. These cuts remove 35% of the time-series data. The frequency domain
cuts remove 21% of the observing band. In the Supplementary Matrial [51], which includes Refs. [52–55], we
discuss in more detail the removed times and frequencies,
the recovery of hardware and software injections, and an
analysis of correlated noise due to geophysical Schumann
resonances.
Results.—Our search finds no evidence of the background, and the data are consistent with statistical fluctuations, assuming Gaussian noise. The integrand of

Equation 3, multiplied by df = 0.031 Hz, gives an estimator for Ω0 in each frequency bin. We plot this quantity, along with ±2σ error bars, in Figure 1. To check
for Gaussianity, we employ a noise model that the estimator in each frequency bin is drawn from a Gaussian
distribution with zero mean with the standard deviation
of that frequency bin. We obtain a χ2 per degree of freedom of 0.92, indicating that the data are consistent with
Gaussian noise.
Consequently, we are able to place upper bounds on
the energy density present in the background. For α = 0,
we place the bound Ω0 < 1.7 × 10−7 at 95% confidence,
where 99% of the sensitivity comes in the frequency band
20 − 86 Hz. This is a factor of 33 times more sensitive
than the previous best limit at these frequencies [36].
Following [56], we show 95% confidence contours in the
Ωα −α plane in Figure 2 by computing the joint posterior
for Ωα and α. In addition, in Table I, we report upper
limits on the energy density for specific fixed values of the
spectral index, marginalizing over amplitude calibration
uncertainty [57] using the conservative estimates of 11.8%
for H1 and 13.4% for L1. Phase calibration uncertainties
are negligible.
We also compare our results with the limits placed at
high frequencies from the two co-located detectors at the
Hanford site (H1 and H2). In [37], the limit Ω3 < 7.7 ×
10−4 in the frequency band 460 − 1000 Hz was obtained
for the spectral index α = 3 and fref = 900 Hz. Using

3
Spectral index α Frequency band with 99% sensitivity

95% CL upper limit Previous limits [36]

−8

20 − 85.8 Hz
20 − 98.2 Hz
20 − 305 Hz

0
2/3
3

Amplitude Ωα
(4.4 ± 5.9) × 10
(3.5 ± 4.4) × 10−8
(3.7 ± 6.5) × 10−9

1.7 × 10−7
1.3 × 10−7
1.7 × 10−8

5.6 × 10−6
–
7.6 × 10−8

TABLE I. The frequency band with 99% of the sensitivity are shown, along with the point estimate and standard deviation for
the amplitude of the background, and 95% confidence level upper limits using O1 data for three values of the spectral index,
α = 0, 2/3, 3. We also show the previous upper limits using Initial LIGO-Virgo data.
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FIG. 2. Following [56], we present 95 % confidence contours in
the Ωα − α plane. The region above these curves is excluded
at 95% confidence. We show the constraints coming from
the final science run of Initial LIGO-Virgo [36] and from O1
data. Finally, we display the projected (not observed) design
sensitivity to Ωα and α for Advanced LIGO and Virgo [58].

this same frequency band, and using the cross-correlated
data between the Hanford and Livingston detectors, we
place a limit Ω3 < 1.7 × 10−2 for fref = 900 Hz. This
is about a factor of 22 larger than the limit from the colocated detectors, in part due to the loss in sensitivity
of a stochastic search from cross-correlating detectors at
different spatial locations.
In Figure 3, we show the constraints from this analysis
and from previous analyses using other detectors, theoretical predictions, and the expected sensitivity of future
measurements by LIGO-Virgo and by the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA). Where applicable, we
show constraints using power-law integrated curves (PI
curves) [59], which account for the broadband nature of
the search by integrating a range of power-law signals
over the sensitive frequency band of the detector. By
construction, any power-law spectrum which crosses a
PI curve is detectable with SNR ≥ 2.
The blue curve labeled ‘aLIGO O1’ in Figure 3 shows
the measured O1 PI curve. We also display the PI curve
for the final science run of Initial LIGO and Virgo [36],
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H1-H2 [37], as well as the projected design sensitivity
for the advanced detector network. The curve labeled
‘Design’ assumes 2 years of co-incident data taken with
both Advanced LIGO and Virgo operating at design sensitivity, using the projections in [58]. For the sake of
comparison, the measured O1 PI curve at α = 0 is 1.6
times larger than the projected PI curve at α = 0 using
the projections in [58] and 29.85 days of live time, which
is fairly good agreement between predicted and achieved
sensitivity. Finally, in red we present the projected sensitivity of a space-based detector with similar sensitivity
to LISA, using the PI curve presented in [59] computed
using the projections in [64, 65].
We compare these constraints with direct limits from
the ringing of Earth’s normal modes [63], indirect limits from the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) and
Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) [61], and limits from
pulsar timing arrays [62] and CMB measurements at low
multipole moments [60].
In addition, we give examples of several models which
can contribute to the background. We show the background expected from slow-roll inflation with a tensor-toscalar-ratio r = 0.11 (the upper limit allowed by Planck
[40]). We also show examples of the BBH coalescence
model, and the binary neutron star (BNS) coalescence
model, which we describe below. As noted in [66], LISA
is likely to be able to detect the BBH background of the
size considered here.
Astrophysical Implications.—In order to model the
background from binary systems we will follow the approach of [35]. We divide the compact binary population
into classes labeled by k [67, 68]. Each class has distinct
values of source parameters (for example the masses),
which we denote by θk . The total astrophysical background is a sum over the contributions in each class. The
contribution of class k to the background may be written
in terms of an integral over the redshift z as [1, 5, 69–74]
ΩGW (f ; θk ) =

f
ρ c H0

Z

zmax

dz
0

Rm (z; θk ) dEdfGW (fs ; θk )
(1 + z)E(ΩM , ΩΛ , z)

,

(6)
where Rm (z; θk ) is the binary merger rate per unit comoving volume per unit time, dEGW /df (fs , θk ) is the
energy spectrum emitted by a single binary evaluated
in terms of the p
source frequency fs = (1 + z)f , and
E(ΩM , ΩΛ , z) = ΩM (1 + z)3 + ΩΛ accounts for the de-

4

FIG. 3. Presented here are constraints on the background in PI form [59], as well as some representative models, across many
decades in frequency. We compare the limits from ground-based interferometers from the final science run of Initial LIGO-Virgo,
the co-located detectors at Hanford (H1-H2), Advanced LIGO (aLIGO) O1, and the projected design sensitivity of the advanced
detector network assuming two years of coincident data, with constraints from other measurements: CMB measurements at low
multipole moments [60], indirect limits from the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) and Big-Bang Nucleosynthesis [61, 62],
pulsar timing [62], and from the ringing of Earth’s normal modes [63]. We also show projected limits from a space-based
detector such as LISA [59, 64, 65], following the assumptions of [59]. We extend the BNS and BBH distributions using an f 2/3
power-law down to low frequencies, with a low-frequency cut-off imposed where the inspiral time-scale is of order the Hubble
scale. In Figure 5, we show the region in the black box in more detail.

pendence of comoving volume on cosmology. We use
cosmological parameters from Planck [40], and ΩM =
1 − ΩΛ = 0.308.
The energy spectrum dEGW /df is determined from the
strain waveform of the binary system. The dominant
contribution to the background comes from the inspiral
phase, however for BBH we include the merger and ringdown phases using the waveforms from [5, 75] with the
modifications from [76]. We choose to cut off the redshift integral at zmax = 10. Redshifts larger than five
contribute little to the integral due to the small number
of stars formed at such high redshift [1, 5, 34, 69–74].
To compute the binary merger rate Rm (z; θk ), we use
the same assumptions as in [35], unless stated otherwise.
For the BNS case, we assume that the minimal time between the formation and the coalescence of the binary is
tmin = 20 Myr, following for instance [46]. This is to be
compared to tmin = 50 Myr for BBH [35, 77].
As was emphasized in [78], heavy stellar mass black
holes are expected to form in regions of low metallicity,
which are associated with weaker stellar winds. To account for this effect, following [35], for binary systems
with chirp masses larger than 30 M , we use only the
fraction of stars that form in an environment with metallicity Z < Z /2. For BBH (and BNS) systems with
smaller masses, we do not use a cutoff. However, we note
that it makes little difference whether or not the cutoff
is applied to high masses.
With the model defined above, the free parameters are
the local merger rate Rlocal = Rm (0; θk ) and the average
chirp mass Mc . The distribution of the chirp mass has

little effect on the spectrum for a fixed average chirp mass
[5].
We place upper limits at 95% confidence in the Mc −
Rlocal plane, which are shown in Figure 4. Alongside
the O1 results, we show the limits using Initial LIGOVirgo data, as well as projected sensitivity of the advanced detector network. The limits presented here are
about 10 times more sensitive than those placed with
Initial LIGO-Virgo data. Furthermore, the future runs
of the advanced detectors are expected to yield another
factor of 100 improvement in sensitivity in Rlocal for a
given average chirp mass. We also show the local rate
and chirp mass inferred from direct detections of BBH
mergers during O1 [47, 68]. Comparing the projected
design sensitivity on Rlocal and Mc , with the values inferred from BBH observations in O1, suggests that it may
be possible for the advanced detector network to detect
the astrophysical BBH background.
Finally, instead of treating the chirp mass and local
merger rate as free parameters, we can use the information from individually observed BBHs to compute the
corresponding background, see Figure 5. To do this, we
use the same model described above and we adopt the
three rate models described in [47]. Specifically, we consider the three-events-based, power-law, and flat-log distributions of component masses. In each case, the rate at
redshift z = 0 is normalized to the local rate derived from
the O1 detections. With these assumptions we compute
the background, including statistical uncertainty bands
showing the 90% uncertainty in the local rate. The three
rate models agree well in the sensitive frequency band of
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These O1 results are a glimpse of the improvements
in sensitivity to be seen in upcoming years. As the advanced detectors reach design sensitivity, there is a reasonable possibility of detecting the background due to
BBHs. Even if no detection is made with these future
searches, the searches will be able to constrain important cosmological and astrophysical background models.
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FIG. 4. Displayed here are the 95% confidence contours on
the local rate and average chirp mass parameters, using the
model described in the Astrophysical Implications section. In
addition to the constraint from Advanced LIGO (aLIGO) O1
data, we show the constraint from the final science run of
Initial LIGO-Virgo, and the projected design sensitivity of
Advanced LIGO-Virgo. We also show the median rate with
90% uncertainty inferred from O1 data for the power-law and
flat-log mass distributions [47], along with the band containing 68% of the chirp mass for each distribution. The gray
band separates BNS from BBH backgrounds. The dip at 30
M is due to the metallicity cutoff, as described in the Astrophysical Implications section.

advanced detectors (10-100 Hz). Note also that the final
sensitivity of the advanced detectors may be sufficient to
detect this background.
Conclusions.—The results presented here represent the
first search for the stochastic gravitational-wave background made with the Advanced LIGO detectors. With
no evidence of a stochastic signal, we place an upper limit
of Ω0 < 1.7 × 10−7 on the GW energy density, for a spectral index α = 0. This is ∼33 times more sensitive than
previous direct measurements in this frequency band. We
also constrain the binary coalescence parameters of chirp
mass and local merger rate. For fixed chirp mass below the high mass threshold of 30 M , the constraint on
the merger rate is improved by a factor of ∼ 24, while
for fixed merger rate, the constraint on the chirp mass
is improved by a factor of ∼ 7, as can be seen from Figure 4. Finally, we update the background predictions due
to BBH coalescences using data from O1. In this work
we have focused the implications of our results for an astrophysical BBH background, as this provides the most
promising candidate for first detecting the background.
The implications of our search for other astrophysical and
cosmological models can be seen in Figure 3. There is also
an upcoming publication that will study implications for
cosmic string models in more detail.

FIG. 5. We present a range of potential spectra for a BBH
background, using the flat-log, power-law, and 3-delta mass
distribution models described in [47, 78], with the local rate
inferred from the O1 detections [47]. For the flat-log and
power-law distributions, we show the 90% Poisson uncertainty
band due to the uncertainty in the local rate measurement.
In addition, we show the measured O1 PI curve and the projected PI curve for Advanced LIGO-Virgo operating at design
sensitivity.
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